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Introduction
South Island Prosperity Partnership (SIPP), the region’s economic development alliance,
announced the Rising Economic Taskforce’s creation in April 2020. Their mandate was to bring
all levels of government, businesses, NGOs, post-secondary institutions and other key
stakeholder groups together to determine how the pandemic was — and would continue to—
impact our regional economy as well as create a plan to address the need for inclusive
recovery. The Taskforce’s work over many months resulted in the Reboot: Greater Victoria’s
Economic Recovery Plan 2020-2022, released on November 16, 2020.
Since November 2020, SIPP has held two workshops to check in on the ongoing economic
impacts of the pandemic in the region and the work underway to support recovery. On January
26th, SIPP, in collaboration with MNP, hosted a workshop with local government
representatives. Together, this group discussed recovery actions, areas for collaboration and
lessons learned from current initiatives for the following three pillars from the Rising Economy
Taskforce report, Reboot: Greater Victoria’s Recovery Plan:
●
●
●

Urban Vitality and Safety
Invest in Inclusion
Regulate Responsively.

On February 9, SIPP hosted a community check-in with key stakeholders and members of the
Taskforce. Sector group chairs facilitated roundtable discussions with sector representatives to:
●
●
●
●

learn what progress has been achieved
address key challenges from the pandemic
identify priorities or gaps to address
decide on the next steps.

This Community Checkin report is a compilation of the sector feedback compiled over the last
month since the February 9th workshop.

This document outlines some of the key findings from this check-in. A formal progress report
around the Reboot plan will be produced following a more comprehensive meeting in September
2021, approximately ten months into the recovery process.
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Overview
Findings — Municipal Workshop, January 26, 2021
●

Municipalities are playing key roles in responding to the pandemic’s economic impacts through direct
and collaborative efforts. Major themes of the actions to date include:
○

Regulating responsively: Attendees shared examples, including entrusting staff with approval
processes for patio spaces and weather-protected areas and waiving business license fees,
waiving transit fares for youth and the unhoused community, and working with community
partners to allow trial licenses for food trucks in parks.

○

Supporting access to public space and placemaking: Examples include sharing best practices for
drive-in offerings; providing gardening opportunities to support food security; expanding
pedestrian and cycling infrastructure to accommodate social distancing; and actively exploring
new ways to animate public space.

○

Communicating and collaborating: Communication and collaboration were at the core of many of
the actions taken to date. Examples include pursuing joint initiatives with First Nations and
consulting with the business community, Chambers and BIAs.

Findings — Community Check-in Meeting, February 9, 2021
●

A wide range of organizations are engaged in actions.
○

●

The Rising Economy Taskforce is made up of 40 representatives, but the process engaged over
120 people. Each played an important role, from funding to coordinating, engagement, advocacy
and lobbying. While this report only captures a fraction of the work in progress, the intent is to
highlight the high level of engagement in addressing the community’s needs during this recovery
period.

The pandemic’s economic fallout is not yet fully understood; however, we have already seen an
uneven impact across population groups and sectors.
○

Some sectors face relatively minor inconveniences — like shifting to remote work or dealing with
HR issues around hiring and training. Real estate prices have risen while rental vacancy rates
have only increased moderately and not enough to impact costs.

○

The travel and hospitality sectors have been hit very hard and face steep climbs to recovery. Arts,
music, sports and related industries are also struggling. It is essential to our economic future to
help all sectors emerge strong.

○

Women are being impacted disproportionately (primarily due to childcare issues or being
employed in heavily impacted sectors). A recent national report revealed people in low-income or
part-time industries have been hit much harder than other Canadians.

○

Within First Nations communities, resources needed to deal with the pandemic’s health impacts
have diverted resource capacity away from fundamental areas of operations like economic
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development. SIPP is facilitating a working group to launch an Indigenous-led economic
development office (Indigenous Prosperity Centre) to deal with capacity issues and pursue major
opportunities for First Nations and other Indigenous partners.
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Progress Highlights
Reboot: Greater Victoria’s Economic Recovery Plan contains 40 actions and recommendations across 10
Recovery Pillars. A comprehensive report on this progress will follow in September. For now, here are a
few highlights from the many projects, initiatives, advocacy responses and government programs
happening as a response to the pandemic in alignment with the 10 Recovery pillars. Some highlights
relate directly to a recommendation under a particular pillar while others relate indirectly to pillar themes.

Committed Leadership and Public Engagement
●

Municipalities are playing key roles in responding to the pandemic’s economic impacts through direct
and collaborative efforts. Through ongoing work as part of SIPP’s Partners Committee and the
associated January 26th Workshop, municipal members have remained actively engaged in the
region’s recovery.

Telling Our New Story
●

SIPP has launched the “Telling Our New Story” initiative, which looks to reposition Greater Victoria for
global success. The initiative is guided by SIPP in consultation with The Business of Cities and
supported by the City of Victoria and the DVBA with other key stakeholder organizations.

●

SIPP launched the Ideas + Impact series to continue exploring the Reboot Plan topics and highlight
the importance of such initiatives for building back a strong, resilient economy.

Invest in Inclusion
●

Building on the recommendations of the Indigenous Economy Committee, SIPP launched a working
group to begin incubating the Indigenous Prosperity Centre (IPC). Ten South Island First Nations, the
Victoria Native Friendship Centre and the Métis Nation of Greater Victoria have been invited to direct
its development.

●

The Inclusion Project is hosting the Employment Equity Partnership Roundtable: Moving with the
Data on March 29th - 31st.

Invest in Innovation Ecosystems
●

SIPP and the City of Victoria secured funding for a feasibility study and business case development
for an Ocean Innovation Hub on the South Island. After completing this work in late 2020, this work
led to the incorporation of the Centre for Ocean Applied Science and Technologies (COAST) in
February 2021. Its Interim Board has been struck and tasked with exploring location and funding
sources. Founding stakeholders include SIPP, the City of Victoria, ABCMI, Ocean Networks Canada
and several private-sector companies.

●

The Federal government is adding an additional $250 million to the Strategic Innovation Fund over 5
years, starting in 2021.

●

Mélanie Joly, Minister for Economic Development, announced a new B.C.-focused Regional
Development Agency. SIPP has been strongly advocating for this and supported the Minister’s efforts
to consult across the province.

Invest in the Future Workforce
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●

SIPP, in partnership with the University of Victoria and Royal Roads University, launched the
MicroStart portal for micro-credential training with funding from the BC government’s post-secondary
“Microcredentials” program.

Urban Vitality and Safety
●

The Federal Government announced the Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program + Canada
Healthy Communities Initiatives for creating safe and vibrant public spaces (incl. Mobility and digital
solutions)

●

The BC Arts Council launched the Pivot for Individuals program, helping artists pivot to new
mediums/formats.

●

Municipalities have found new ways to support access to public space including expanding
pedestrian and cycling infrastructure to accommodate social distancing; opening sidewalks and
streets to parklets and patios and actively exploring new ways to animate public space.

Strengthen Local
●

The B.C. government invested $2 million into food-processing equipment and other costs to support
three food hubs, including one in Greater Victoria, advocated by CRFAIR.

●

The Downtown Victoria Business Association partnered with a local delivery company Tutti to launch
the Downtown Delivers program, helping people shop local from home.

Regulate Responsively
●

At the January 26th workshop, municipal representatives shared ways they’ve worked with staff to
support people and businesses including entrusting staff with approval processes for patio spaces
and weather-protected areas, waiving business license fees, waiving transit fares for youth and the
unhoused community, and working with community partners to allow trial licenses for food trucks in
parks.

Invest in Digital Infrastructure Access to Close the Divide
●

LaunchOnline began in January 2021, providing grants for SMEs to enter the e-commerce market.
The program is a collaboration between the B.C. government and Alacrity Canada, partnering with
SIPP.

●

The United Way of Greater Victoria launched the Digital Divide–Community Technology Help Desk
program to help community members learn how to use technology and access online resources.

Expand Access to Financial Support
●

The Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS) is extended to June 2021.

●

The work-sharing program has been extended from 38 to 76 weeks to support employers needing to
reduce hours.

●

The Canada Emergency Business Account (CEBA) expanded its interest-free loans to $60,000 (with
an additional $20,000 interest- free and 33.33% forgivable).

●

The Canada Emergency Rent Subsidy (CERS) is extended to June 2021.

●

The Loan Guarantee for SMEs for operating expenses (through EDC) is extended to June 2021.
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●

Regional Relief and Recovery Fund (RRRF) – Tourism Association of BC (TIABC) was a strong
advocate for allowing more flexible access to this, supported by the 13 Mayors across Greater
Victoria and by SIPP directly through Western Diversification (WD).

●

Pending, The Federal Government announced an investment of $500 million to expand RRRF to
tourism businesses in the new budget.

●

The B.C. government announced the BC Small and Medium-Sized Business Recovery Grant
program.

●

BC Hydro, Fortis and ICBC are among the organizations announcing flexible payment plans.

●

The Community Social Planning Council initiated Rent Bank to help community members avoid
eviction due to unpaid rent.
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Education & Skills Development
Wins & Work Underway / Top Priorities
●

Supporting equity, diversity and inclusion

○

VIATEC has been running a series focused on equity, diversity and inclusion (EDI) in the tech sector.
Topics include recruitment, interviewing and onboarding, the return on investment of EDI, women in
tech and how the technology we create either contributes or detracts from EDI goals.

●

Growing digital

●

○

VIATEC is offering two programs at 50% subsidy about virtual sales and virtual sales
management;

○

Junior Achievement BC partnered with charters across Canada to pool resources and move
courses online, increasing access and relevance. Their “World of Choices” program brings
mentors and professionals into the classroom, connecting with youth isolated from friends and
missing connections positive for the business community as well as parents and youth.

○

The University of Victoria moved its English language programs online, opening access for
international students who will not or cannot attend in person.

Building schools & the future workforce
○

●

SD63 continues to build schools in West Langford. This $85 million project, contracted to a local
company, provides job creation and mentorship opportunities to students in trade-transition
programs. The 1/8 model for secondary schools has freed up time for students to gain more work
experience hours, contribute to the workforce and receive course credits. This new model means
students can focus on fewer courses, reducing their stress.

Future skills
○

The B.C. government is putting funding into micro-credentials programs to support economic
recovery. Post-secondary institutions are expanding and delivering micro-credential programs to
support reskilling and upskilling for the region. Focus areas for micro-credentialing and other
training programs include the marine industry, film and trades. In partnership with Royal Roads
University and the University of Victoria, SIPP launched MicroStart.com, an online portal
connecting people to micro-credential programs.

Concerns & Challenges
●

Dealing with uncertainty: The biggest challenge is that we don’t know what the future holds.

●

Increased workload and mental health: There are concerns that the accelerated pace of work and
business is becoming normalized and impacting mental health.

●

Enrollment for programs: For some programs, it’s still a challenge to enrol people in training. Reasons
include: it’s not on their agenda right now, resistance to more Zoom education; a perception that if
education is online, it should be free or even heavily subsidized. How do we keep momentum?

●

Zoom fatigue: Staff are getting burned out with so many Zoom meetings and no downtime in
between.

●

Communication challenges: Students used to communicate directly with teachers in the classroom,
and it is more difficult now that it is virtual. Volunteers needed.
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●

Sustainability: The influx of funding is positive, but there is a worry that the funding is one-time only;
concerns about setting up expectations for employment at the end of the year. There are also
concerns that one-time funding now will saturate the market (people who are eligible for training can
only take so many programs); need for a sustainable plan.

Top Priorities
●

Sustainability: There is a strong need to identify and develop sustainable funding to support ongoing
training access.
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Travel & Transportation
Wins & Work Underway
●

YYJ airport stated the travel industry on both sides of the border is pushing for rapid screening and
technological advancements. This will have long-term benefits beyond the pandemic (airports, ferries,
border crossings).

●

BC Ferries Island Class program has 6 vessels coming. Electrification and terminals to support
several routes are already lined up.

●

Advocacy for grants and funding is needed to assist the sector, including at the Federal level.

●

The District of Saanich is working with BC Transit on an Uptown Transit Hub; The municipality has
contributed funding for a design concept to catalyze rapid bus initiatives.

Concerns & Challenges
●

Support programs are not enough for many businesses.

●

Capacity issues have arisen because transportation infrastructure and assets are so expensive. It will
be tough to get large transport capacity back if the sector shrinks too much and people get used to
new transportation methods. This may include low service levels or reduced connectivity to other
communities in B.C.

●

Future uncertainty is a challenge and debt is risky to take on when revenues are only at 5 to 10%,
especially when there is no idea when a “return to normal” will be in effect.

Top Priorities
●

Mitigating risks associated with travel (considered “bad” right now). Encouraging people to move
around safely when reopening occurs could help with the recovery period.

●

Liquidity is a high priority as there is so much uncertainty about the future of the sector.

●

Achieving the goals of the BC Ferries Island Class program and continuing toward full fleet
electrification.

●

BC Transit is reevaluating its transport system (with mobility changing in a number of ways, such as
more people working at home and much less travel).

●

The District of Saanich is in discussions with the CRD and BC Transit around future priorities and a
change in governance for improved benefits.

●

Sector advocacy is a top priority for all involved regarding funding.
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Ocean & Marine
Wins & Work Underway
●

Innovation in ocean/marine: A massive opportunity exists for economic diversification. The Ocean
Innovation Hub is progressing and was recently incorporated as the Centre for Ocean Applied
Sustainable Technologies (COAST) with an Acting CEO and an Interim Board. COAST is seeking
funding for start-up and initial projects.

●

Planning ahead: Large employers such as Babcock Canada are preparing for the post-COVID world
in terms of business and employment models. Babcock Canada is reinvigorating the use of the postsecondary co-op program.

●

Business support: RBC has launched a new program for highly affected sectors. The program is
available to eligible business clients who have been negatively impacted by COVID-19 and provides
loans between $25,000 and $1,000,000.

●

Sidney Plans: Discussions are underway on the Beacon Wharf Redevelopment and the potential
opportunities for tourism and foot passenger ferries.

Concerns & Challenges
●

Communication: Businesses are struggling to interact with each other and the government, although
this is improving. Businesses are missing open and in-person dialogue and opportunities to make
new connections.

●

Adapting to digital: A digital learning curve continues, particularly for the older demographic.

●

Instilling trust: Blackball is focusing on safety first while seeking clarity around criteria and timelines.
There is a need to develop a message of trust when an opening occurs.

●

The idea of allowing cruise ships in Alaska through Canadian waters is receiving bad press.

●

It’s challenging to have confidence and know what to invest in.

Top Priorities
●

Commercial Real Estate: The knock-on effects of the pandemic and businesses closing, companies
shrinking office footprints etc. will be realized soon.

●

Reopening: Developing clear, positive and respectful messaging that supports trust is essential when
reopening happens.

●

Continuing to set up COAST is a priority, including securing funding, developing a business plan,
attracting membership and planning programming etc.
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Tourism, Arts, Culture, Sport & Recreation
Wins & Work Underway
●

Positive discussions around opening up tourism again safely.

●

Sports events are mostly still restricted though some have thrived (golf and tennis, in particular).

●

It’s exciting to see an emphasis on arts as a vital part of the return to normal.

●

The film industry is the busiest it’s ever been — lots of projects and new developments in the works.

●

70% of conferences have been rebooked (deferred to future dates, low cancellations).

Concerns & Challenges
●

Restrictions on large gatherings are having a major impact on live events (sport and arts).

●

The lack of certainty makes it difficult to plan — everyone is being painted with the same brush
though some industries are facing far tougher times ahead (e.g. cruise ships)

●

There is no national or provincial roadmap; it’s essential to put plans in front of all 3 levels of
government.

●

Navigating the new hybrid environment (including virtual and hybrid events) is important.

●

Many corporate sponsors no longer have extra cash.

Top Priorities
●

Getting as prepared for reopening is vital.
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Retail, Services & Restaurants
Wins & Work Underway
●

Programs like the “Downtown Delivers” program have been very popular, and this one will continue
for the time being.

●

Innovative online solutions and delivery services help small businesses compete with online giants
like Amazon.

●

There is a strong willingness to support local businesses through programs like Dine Around.

●

Upcoming Chamber Awards in May will help draw attention to small businesses.

●

The Chamber video campaign “We’re Local Because…” helps local businesses.

●

The Downtown Victoria Business Association (DVBA) initiated a video campaign, Meet Downtown,
which showcases business owners telling their stories and educating people about shopping local.
The series featured 12 videos, many featuring women and new Canadians. DVBA notes the growing
diversity and inclusion amongst business owners in the downtown core.

Concerns & Challenges
●

Recent ‘indefinite’ restrictions have had much more significant impacts.

●

Retailers are struggling, particularly in the downtown core — lack of people returning to work in
offices.

●

There is a disincentive for making more sales, making more money, which then reduces subsidies.

●

Crime and drug use are becoming more prevalent, and this is affecting the perception of safety.

●

There are increasing issues with mental health and burnout — and a fear this will carry on beyond
pandemic.

●

Mental health issues are noticeable in the hospitality sector, including some customer behaviour.

●

January was a “horrific” month in the retail sector; many retailers dealing with challenges with
reduced hours — “everyone is scared.” “People barely getting by.” Poor retail traffic.

●

Worry about losing national tenants.

●

Concern about lack of cruise ships — this has a significant impact on retail and restaurants.

Top Priorities
●

Focus on economic recovery through collaboration and peer group support needs (e.g. Bread &
Butter Collective)

●

There is a need to continue amplifying the tourism sector and keep the tourism infrastructure intact for
when tourists do return.

●

More effort must be put towards Victoria’s downtown to curb crime, find solutions to house people,
and create more safety on the streets.

●

Business in other parts of the region is more variable but still needs support; perhaps an advisory
service to help them get through the pandemic’s challenges.

●

There needs to be a greater focus on mental health resources for employers and the workforce —
“people are struggling.”
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Agriculture, Food & Beverage
Wins & Work Underway
●

The B.C government has announced a $2-million investment into food processing equipment and
other costs for 3 Island-based food hubs in Victoria, Cowichan Valley and Bowser. CRFAIR continues
to work on the growth and advocacy of the food hub in Victoria.

●

Social Impact funds are helpful. For example, the Community Workforce Response Grant has been
used well, as has the Ministry of Agriculture program for large-scale equipment purchases. The BC
Food Processors Association utilized this for co-packing.

●

The pandemic has brought a high interest in food security, which presents opportunities.

●

Opportunities for small food processors and use of Viewfield Food Hub.

●

Collaboration between industry organizations (e.g. breweries) is needed to help with closing the
supply gap.

●

The City of Victoria is working on incorporating more food infrastructure and development projects,
plus urban agriculture initiatives.

●

The Ministry of Agriculture announced a business farm accelerator program.

●

Vancouver Island Brewing has established a designated walking, education and history tour.

Concerns & Challenges
●

There is a lack of food processing and co-packing facilities in the region.

●

It’s hard to find technical experts to help with the right skills and training in agritech.

●

Investments and time are the main challenges.

Top Priorities
●

Updating policies around food processing are being revisited by governments.

●

Collaboration with peers for support and closing supply chain gaps.

●

Advocate for more grants and funding for agritech and food processing.
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Real Estate & Construction
Wins & Work Underway
●

Residential real estate has been very strong.

●

The construction industry is extremely busy and is considered an essential service.

●

The City of Victoria’s Build Back Victoria’ program played an important role in supporting businesses;
other municipalities should adopt something similar.

●

UDI is working with Royal Roads University on a micro-credentialing program for improving
employability.

Concerns & Challenges
●

The cost of materials and labour is challenging (along with supply and workforce).

●

Safety and security (particularly in the downtown area) is a problem; it requires more proactivity from
municipalities to get behind businesses and step up to issue.

●

The social fabric of downtown is deteriorating (crime and public safety issues), and commercial
vacancies are rising. This is a crucial issue to economic recovery success.

●

Municipal sticking points create barriers to developments.

Top Priorities
●

Local and provincial governments need to align with industry. If municipalities want to achieve
housing affordability goals, they need to collaborate with the industry organizations.

●

Government needs to consider developing incentive programs to increase builds necessary for
communities’ affordability goals.

●

Work with local governments to set safety and security targets (and measure them).
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Indigenous Economy
Wins & Work Underway
●

Work is well underway to establish the Indigenous Prosperity Centre, a regional economic
development centre to support South Island First Nations. A Working Group has been formed to carry
out initial outreach to South Island Indigenous leadership and to secure initial funding.

●

The Victoria Native Friendship Centre (VNFC) Matchmaker project has been successfully matching
Indigenous people with employment vacancies to support career development.

●

The City of Victoria budget established Indigenous relations function embedded in staff.

●

A micro-credentialing project is now underway by the University of Victoria, Royal Roads University
and SIPP with funding from the BC government.

Concerns & Challenges
●

COVID-19 amplified existing challenges: not enough resources (financial and people)

●

First Nation leaders are at or beyond capacity managing all aspects of the pandemic for their Nations
and engagement is time-consuming. There is a growing need for a dedicated role within First Nations
to manage external engagement.

●

Challenges include not enough funding to meet needs and competition for funding.

●

Chief Planes of the T’Sou-ke Nation discussed the importance of the land’s health — how our
economy and everything else depends on it. First Nations are deeply invested in this and should be
acknowledged for leading efforts to deal with pollution, invasive species and salmon enhancement.

●

First Nations should be at the forefront of the green and blue economies.

●

Douglas Treaty Rights are not honoured. Examples include commercial fishing and protection of
harvest sites.

●

There is a shortage of housing; instability and affordability issues are significant.

Top Priorities
●

Convene the Indigenous Prosperity Centre Leadership Advisory Committee and representative working
group – First Nations, Métis Nation of Greater Victoria, Victoria Native Friendship Centres and Indigenous
entrepreneurs based in the region and begin phase 1 of the business plan development.

●

Recruit for the Songhees entrepreneur development training program.

●

Continue collaboration efforts like Clean Coast Clean Waters and Indigenous Plant Nurseries –
working with proponents and Nations – SIPP and IPC will support the success of such projects.
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Inclusive Economy
Wins & Work Underway
●

Overall, COVID-19 has broken down silos and catalyzed collaboration.

●

Equity, diversity and inclusion

●

●

●

●

○

The Inclusion Project is holding an Employment Equity Partnership Roundtable “Moving with the
Data” March 29 - 31

○

Welcoming Cities Task Force is underway and will develop standards that include strategies and
benchmarks to develop stronger, more inclusive communities and bridge the gaps between
newcomers and long-time residents.

○

Intercultural Association (ICA) is running the local immigration partnership table. They are finding
strong support for anti-racism work and are Developing a training program around anti-racism
and equity.

Closing the digital divide
○

United Way of Greater Victoria (UWGV) launched the Digital Divide–Community Technology Help
Desk in November 2020. The program provides a virtual community help desk(s) and communitybased technology/computer equipment lending program and support services to help vulnerable
individuals, families, seniors and non-profit service providers navigate the virtual world.

○

UWGV also launched a program with Bell Canada to connect people with mobile phones through
the UW network. Mainly for mental health so agencies can access clients and clients can access
resources.

○

The Greater Victoria Public Library (GVPL) is restoring computer access in its branches and
working with the UWGV to support the community help desk, sharing best practices.

○

ICA has purchased equipment to lend to clients and teach skills to clients.

Skill and capacity building
○

GVPL is promoting their free online learning resources, including audiobooks, online learning
(LinkedIn Learning), e-books.

○

Scale Collaborative is running two programs to support nonprofit and charity resilience. Survive &
Recover (in partnership with Community Futures) helps non-profits navigate COVID-19. Thriving
Nonprofits (in partnership with the Victoria Foundation, Community Futures and Coast Capital
Savings) helps nonprofits develop more sustainable revenue streams.

Expanding access to financial support
○

The Community Social Planning Council has launched a Rent Bank to provide financial
assistance in the form of a repayable interest-free loan to households at risk of eviction for
reasons such as non-payment of rent or utilities and connect them with additional resources.

○

The United Way will direct granting towards mental health and addictions, seniors and families.

Social procurement
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○

Coastal Community Social Procurement Initiative (CCSPI): 25 members across VI and the coast.
Building capacity with councils and procurement staff to connect spending to community benefits,
including inclusion around employment outcomes, training.

○

CCSPI is building a social value database to help ID social enterprises for small spend contracts
to tap into $110 million in annual small spend contracts Island-wide and connect that back into
the economy and social enterprises.

Concerns and Challenges
●

Many people are unaware of available resources.

●

ICA administered a racism survey and were overwhelmed with responses from people experiencing
and witnessing racism in Victoria.

●

Staff and clients are experiencing burnout and Zoom fatigue.

●

Digital skills gap:
○

Organizations are still spending a great deal of time teaching patrons and clients to use online
resources due to digital literacy skill gaps.

○

Organizations are having a hard time retaining skilled IT staff.

Top Priorities
●

Connecting people to existing programs and resources: promote existing free online learning
resources to help people reskill and work in partnership to help get the word out.

●

Securing long term resources to provide ongoing support for particularly impacted communities

●

Closing the digital divide: Rolling out computer access in library branches. Collaborating to support
the community help desk and sharing best practices across organizations. Expanding programs to
connect people with the devices they need to access support.
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Technology & Advanced Manufacturing
Wins & Work Underway
●

The Start-Up Visa program has seen a rapid increase in subscriptions (many companies desire to
move to Canada). The question is how to attract them to Victoria?

●

Lots of broader supports exist for entrepreneurship (e.g. the Launch Online program).

●

The rapid adoption of technologies presents many opportunities.

●

The tech sector has been assisting local businesses to go digital and set up e-commerce.

Concerns & Challenges
●

Planning for the future is still very difficult, with much uncertainty. Some issues include:
○

Problems with supply chain management, uncertain delivery times and challenges finding raw
materials.

○

Sales cycles are impacted by spikes in demand — it’s difficult to predict.

○

Planning beyond 12 months is difficult with such uncertainty.

●

Some businesses are encountering space challenges when it comes to short- and long-term planning
(e.g. what to do with current office leases).

●

Entrepreneurs are seeking space outside the university to continue working, but it’s difficult with
COVID restrictions.

●

In terms of co-op students, organizations are trying to figure out how to hire, onboard and supervise
them (without doing it in person).

●

Burnout and mental fatigue are taking a toll.

●

Survivor syndrome is an issue: it’s hard to do well right now and brag about achievements.

Top Priorities
●

Providing further support for entrepreneurs.

●

Attracting talent and businesses to Victoria (in the absence of tourism visits) is difficult.

●

Assisting the region’s organizations with adopting technology (e.g. through the MicroStart and Launch
Online programs).
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Municipal Workshop
Overview of Findings — January 26
●

●

●

Municipalities are finding various, creative ways to support urban vitality and safety. Some of the
tactics shared include:
○

Supporting Responsive Economic Development: Entrusting staff with the approval process for
patio spaces and weather-protected areas; waiving business license fees; and supporting BIAs
and Chambers to support local businesses.

○

Transportation: Waiving transit fares for youth and unhoused community working with community
partners

○

Arts and culture: Establishing partnerships with venues to support sharing of protocols and drivein offerings.

○

Outdoor space: Provide gardening opportunities to support food security; expanding pedestrian
and cycling infrastructure to accommodate distancing.

○

Supporting health: Providing resources to deliver mobile hygiene and other social services;
maintaining access to public washrooms with increased cleaning.

Investing in inclusion
○

Housing: establishing task forces mandated to address housing; completing housing needs
analyses and reporting combined with OCP updates; Commitment to increase the number of
secondary suites; supporting non-profits, First Nations governments and BC Housing in their goal
to develop affordable housing projects with drop-in centres and temporary shelters

○

Childcare: completed child-care needs assessments; provided written support for grant
applications to create new childcare spaces

○

Sports and recreation: Working with the CRD to provide access to outdoor court sports; adopting
transportation marks and trail master plans to accommodate “all wheels and abilities.”

○

Indigenous Economic Development: Indigenous Prosperity Centre working group established;
pursuing grant funding to include T’Sou-ke First Nation in municipal wastewater system and joint
initiatives for infrastructure, health and housing; recent addition of First Nations members to CRD
committees.

Regulating responsively
○

Collaboration & communication: Use of websites, e-exchange support, local directors and
database with hours and pick up options for community members in partnership with Chambers
and others; checking in with business license holders; providing provincial tax payment
allowances.

○

Placemaking: Exploring ways to animate and use public outdoor space; promoting parks and new
trail systems; supporting online order pick up processes at local markets; accelerating storm
remediation to ensure walkability; trial licensing for food trucks in parks; expanding use of
churches for farmers markets.
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